Deep learning is increasingly common in healthcare, yet transfer learning for physiological signals (e.g., temperature, heart rate, etc.) is under-explored. Here, we present a straightforward, yet performant framework for transferring knowledge about physiological signals. Our framework is called PHASE (PHysiologicAl Signal Embeddings). It i) learns deep embeddings of physiological signals and ii) predicts adverse outcomes based on the embeddings. PHASE is the first instance of deep transfer learning in a cross-hospital, cross-department setting for physiological signals. We show that PHASE's per-signal (one for each signal) LSTM embedding functions confer a number of benefits including improved performance, successful transference between hospitals, and lower computational cost.
INTRODUCTION
The performance of a predictive model is largely dependent on the availability of training data. As of 2014, more than 40% of invasive, therapeutic surgeries in the US take place in hospitals with either medium or small numbers of beds [61, 69] . These institutions may lack sufficient data or computational resources to train accurate models. Further, patient privacy considerations mean larger institutions are unlikely to publicly release their patients' data, leaving many institutions on their own. In the face of this insufficiency, one natural way to train performant models is transfer learning, which has already shown success in medical images as well as clinical text [44, 55, 63] . Particularly with the popularization of wearable sensors used for health monitoring [46] , transfer learning is underexplored for physiological signals, which account for a significant portion of the hundreds of petabytes of currently available worldwide health data [50, 56] .
Drawing on parallels from computer vision (CV) and natural language processing (NLP), exemplars of representation learning, physiological signals are well suited to neural network embeddings (i.e., transformations of the original inputs into a space more suitable for making predictions). In particular, CV and NLP share two notable traits with physiological signals. The first is consistency. For CV, the domain has consistent features: edges, colors, and other visual attributes [54, 58] . For NLP, the domain is a particular language with semantic relationships consistent across bodies of text [13] . For sequential signals, we argue that physiological patterns are consistent across individuals. The second attribute is complexity. Across these domains, each one is complex enough such that learning embeddings is non-trivial. Together, consistency and complexity suggest that distinct research scientists spend time learning embeddings that may ultimately be quite similar. In order to avoid this negative externality, NLP and CV have made great progress on standardizing and evaluating their embeddings; in health, physiological signals are a natural next step.
Furthermore, physiological signals have unique properties that make them better suited to representation learning. First, physiological signals are prevalent in health data, which is constrained by patient privacy concerns. These concerns make sharing data between hospitals difficult; however, sharing models between hospitals does not directly expose patient information. Second, a key component to successful transfer learning is a community of researchers that work on related problems. According to Faust et al. [23] , there were at least 53 research publications using deep learning methods for physiological signals in the past ten years. We discuss additional examples of neural networks for physiological signals in Section 1.1.
Broadly, the goal of this manuscript is to address heterogeneous domain adaptation in a physiological signal setting. Domain adaptation is a field that aims to transfer models trained in a source domain to a target domain with a different underlying distribution (i.e., distribution divergence) [18] . Heterogeneous domain adaptation seeks to address the same problem, but the source and target domains may have different sets of features. This setting is of particular importance for physiological signal data, because different hospitals often measure different physiological signals.
Work discussing domain adapation for healthcare applications exists: Choi et al. [10] investigated graph-based attention models for representation learning in healthcare, Choi et al. [11] investigated multi-layer representation learning for medical concepts. These methods do not focus on physiological signals and instead focus primarily on medical codes and concepts from temporally ordered electronic health record (EHR) visit data. Alternatively, Wiens et al. [70] investigate transfer learning in a cross-hospital setting, with the assumption of heterogeneity of features across hospitals. This approach differs to ours in that they do not utilize physiological signals and focus on linear classifiers instead of deep arXiv:2002.04770v1 [cs. LG] 12 Feb 2020
Target Dataset Figure 1 : The PHASE framework aims to address distribution divergence between a source and target data set even in the presence of feature discrepancy. While the naive approach of transferring a single model trained on all features in the source domain will not naively work in the presence of heterogenous features, PHASE trains an LSTM for each signal in the source domain and transfers the models to the target domain. Our approach affords a number of benefits including improved performance, lower computational cost, and preserved explainability.
networks. Another related piece of work, Gupta et al. [28] investigate transferring a single network in a clinical time series data set using recurrent neural networks. We differ in that we create several per-signal embeddings that can address heterogeneous feature sets in a cross-hospital setting.
Our approach, PHASE (PHysiological SignAl Embeddings), learns an embedding function (feature extractor) for each physiological signal. Then, utilizing these embeddings in a target data set, we train a downstream prediction model for a different, but related task ( Figure 1 ). In particular, our contributions are the following:
(1) We demonstrate that in comparison to the raw signals or naive transformations of the signals (exponential moving averages and variances), using LSTM feature extractors for the signals significantly improves predictive accuracy for XGB downstream models (Section 3.2.2) and for MLP downstream models (Appendix Section 7.3) used to forecast five downstream tasks in an operating room: hypoxemia (low blood oxygen), hypotension (low blood pressure), hypocapnia (low end tidal carbon dioxide), hypertension (high blood pressure), and phenylephrine administration. (2) We demonstrate that transferring fixed LSTM models across two distinct hospitals (a general academic medical center and a level one trauma center) yields performant downstream models. Furthermore, we show that in a heterogeneous setting, transferring from an ICU data set to both OR data sets is performant. (3) We demonstrate that fine tuning transferred models reduces computational cost relative to training from scratch and consistently improves performance.
(4) We demonstrate that despite using embedding models, PHASE still allows meaningful explanation of downstream models because it uses a single LSTM for each signal.
Related work
1.1.1 Representation learning in the health domain. One particularly natural instance of representation learning in the health domain is medical image analysis, e.g., mammography analysis, kidney detection in ultrasound images, optical coherence tomography image analysis, diagnosing pneumonia using chest X-ray images, lung pattern analysis, otitis media image analysis, and more [1, 12, 34, 38, 55, 57] [5, 26, 36, 60, 68, 71, 73] to machine learning tasks such as reconstruction of missing signals [62] . In the vein of embedding learning, Martinez et al. [48] applied autoencoders to blood volume pulse and skin conductance measured from 36 people and used the encodings to predict affective state. Based on this substantive community of research scientists working on physiological signals, there is a clear opportunity to unify independent research by appropriately using partially supervised feature embedding learning. Two pieces of work that utilize transfer learning for physiological signals include Gupta et al. [27] and Tan et al. [64] . Gupta et al. [27] transfers a single network in a clinical time series data set. Tan et al. [64] investigates transferring networks for EEG data by characterizing the data using EEG optical flow. We differ from these previous approaches by utilizing per-signal networks (one for each physiological signal) to create embeddings. Furthermore, we evaluate our method in a real world cross-hospital, cross-department setting.
1.1.3 Forecasting health outcomes. We are interested in forecasting five health outcomes. The first is hypoxemia (low blood oxygen). At one time, hypoxemia was the leading cause of anesthesia-related mortality prior to the adoption of pulse oximetry and anesthesia monitoring standards [14, 15] . Today, hypoxemia remains an important cause of anesthesia-related morbidity, precipitated by acute heart failure [17] , acute renal failure [3] , and harmful effects on nearly every end organ in a variety of animal models [22, 37] . The next three outcomes we consider are hypocapnia (low blood carbon dioxide), hypotension (low blood pressure), and hypertension (high blood pressure). Negative physiological effects associated with hypocapnia include reduced cerebral blood flow and reduced cardiac output [53] . Prolonged episodes of perioperative hypotension have been associated with postoperative myocardial ischemic events and other adverse postoperative outcomes [6, 39] and hypotension has been tied to increased mortality risk in traumatic brain injury patients [30] . It is generally known that hypertension is linked to premature death by heart disease, ischemia, and stroke [29, 52] . In perioperative settings, hypertension has been tied to increased risk of postoperative intracranial hemorrhage in craniotomies [2] and end organ dysfunction [66] . The final outcome we are interested in forecasting is the administration of phenylephrine. Phenylephrine is a medication frequently used to address hypotension during anesthesia administration [33] . Predicting phenylephrine would provide useful information about a patientâĂŹs hypotension and its response to phenylephrine. It also serves to further evaluate PHASE because it represents a "clinical decision" rather than just patient physiology.
Papers that discuss forecasting hypoxemia (low blood oxygen) include Coopersmith et al. [16] , Lundberg et al. [43] , Zhang et al. [74] . In particular, Lundberg et al. [43] most recently proposed an approach which achieved state-of-the-art performance forecasting hypoxemia. They show that an XGBoost model with exponential moving average/variance features (analogous to ema in Figure 2 ) outperforms many other baselines including practicing anesthesiologists in a simulated setting. One goal of PHASE is to replace the manual feature extraction in Lundberg et al. [43] with a deep learning approach to further improve performance. Additionally, there are papers that discuss forecasting hypotension [9, 47] and hypertension [45] ; however, these papers do not consider transfer learning and focus purely on classification. The operating room (OR) data sets were collected via the Anesthesia Information Management System (AIMS), which includes static information as well as real-time measurements of physiological signals sampled minute by minute. OR 0 is drawn from an academic medical center and OR 1 is drawn from a trauma center. Two clear differences between the patient distributions of OR 0 and OR 1 are the gender ratio (57% females in the academic medical center versus 38% in the trauma center) and the proportion of ASA codes that are classified as emergencies (7.65% emergencies versus 15.31%). ICU P is a sub-sampled version of the publicly available MIMIC data set from PhysioNet, which contains data obtained from an intensive care unit (ICU) in Boston, Massachusetts [31] . Although the ICU P data contains several physiological signals sampled at a high frequency, we solely use a minute by minute SaO 2 signal for our experiments because other physiological signals had a substantial amount of missingness. Furthermore, the ICU P data contained neonatal data that we filtered out. For all three data sets, any remaining missing values in the signal features are imputed by the mean and each feature is standardized to have unit mean and variance for training neural networks. Additional details about the distributions of patients in all three data sets are in Table 1 and a list of the prevalent diagnoses are in Appendix Section 7.1.
METHODS 2.1 Data cohort
In the OR data sets, we utilize fifteen physiological signals:
In addition, we utilize six static features: Height, Weight, ASA Code, ASA Code Emergency, Gender, and Age.
Downstream Prediction Tasks
In order to validate our embeddings, we focus on health forecasting tasks; forecasting tasks facilitate preventative healthcare by enabling healthcare providers to mitigate risk preemptively [59] . In particular, we consider the following five tasks:
• Hypoxemia: is blood oxygen less than 93 in the next five minutes of surgery (min(SAO2 t +1:t +6 ) < 93)? • Hypocapnia: is end tidal carbon dioxide less than 35 in the next five minutes of surgery (min(ETCO2 t +1:t +6 ) < 35)? • Hypotension: is mean blood pressure less than 60 in the next five minutes of surgery (min(N IBPM t +1:t +6 ) < 60)? • Hypertension: is mean blood pressure higher than 110 in the next five minutes of surgery (min(N IBPM t +1:t +6 ) > 110)? • Phenylephrine: is phenylephrine administered in the next five minutes of surgery (any(PHENY L t +1:t +6 ))? For more detailed information regarding our labelling schemes, refer to Section 7.2.
PHASE
In this section, we describe PHASE. Informally, PHASE first trains one neural network (upstream embedding model) for each physiological signal in a source data set ( Figure 1 ). Then, the network without its final output layer serves as the embedding function, because neural networks implicitly learn representations of their inputs in intermediate layers. This gives a mapping from the original signal space to a latent space that is easier to make predictions in. After this, we evaluate the embedding models by training a downstream prediction model on target data pre-processed by the upstream embedding models. This confers advantages including better performance and fewer computational resources.
More formally, we train our upstream embedding models as follows: one neural network U i : R n t ime → R 1 for each signal S i ∈ R n t ime , i = 1 · · · , n siд where we draw batches from a source data set D s (n t ime is the number of minutes and n siд is the number of signals). Because these embedding models are neural networks, we can define H (U i ) : R n t ime → R n hid , to return a vector of the activations prior to the final dense layer of the network U i (n h is the number of hidden nodes of the penultimate layer). Then, the embedding of a given signal S i can be written as H (U i ) ∈ R n hid . Then, we train our downstream prediction model D : R n hid ×n s iд +n s t at ic → R 1 on data from a target domain D t .
Here, the inputs are in R n hid ×n s iд +n s t at ic because we use the upstream embedding models to extact features from all signal data (n hid × n siд ) from D t and concatenate with the static features (n st at ic ).
Upstream embedding model (LSTM).
Our embedding models U i are LSTMs trained with the last sixty minutes of each signal S i as an input. We choose LSTMs because our physiological signal data is time series in nature. Although training the LSTMs is relatively straightforward, an important design decision is the choice of source task for training the LSTM. One trivial option is a source task that matches the downstream task exactly. In other words, if you know you want to forecast hypoxemia, simply train all embedding models to forecast hypoxemia (hypo in Figure 1a ). Analogously, for hypocapnia, train all embedding models to forecast hypocapnia and for hypotension, train all embedding models to forecast hypotension. One clear downside of this approach is that the resultant embeddings will be specific to the chosen source task and likely be less helpful for forecasting other outcomes (task adaptation). Furthermore, in Section 3.2.2 we find that using such a specific source task is unnecessary and in Section 3.2.3 we find that it does not transfer well.
In order to choose a loss function for the LSTM, we train the LSTMs with different source tasks/outputs (i.e., the task used to train the embeddings) in order of distance to the target task (outlined in Figure 2a ).
• The first output we try to predict is exactly the same as the the downstream task, all fifteen LSTMs U i are trained to forecast either hypoxemia, hypocapnia, or hypotension using S i as the input (hypo; e.g., y = min(SAO2 t +1:t +6 ) < 93, y = min(ETCO2 t +1:t +6 ) < 35, or y = min(N IBPM t +1:t +6 ) < 60). • For the next three source tasks, we train U i with an output from the signal S i that is used as input. In particular, we start by specifying our interest in forecasting low signals (min; e.g., y = min(S i t +1:t +6 )). • Then we omit the minimum function and focusing on forecasting (next; e.g., y = S i t +1:t +6 ). • Then, as a baseline we omit our emphasis on forecasting (auto; e.g., y = S i t −59:t ). • Finally, we omit the training process altogether (rand).
The less similar the source task is to the target task, the more likely the features extracted by the LSTM will generalize to other tasks. Conversely, if the source task is more similar to the target task, we would expect a downstream model trained on the extracted features to be more performant. Once we have trained these models in a given source domain D s , we obtain embeddings of the physiological signals by passing them through to the final hidden layer.
The next, min, and auto embeddings are unsupervised in the sense that training them requires only one signal (at different time steps). Yet, they are supervised because we find that a fully unsupervised approach (auto) is not performant for forecasting adverse outcomes (Section 3.2.2). We recommend the utilization of the next task as the source task on the basis of prediction performance and robustness to downstream tasks (Section 3).
The aforementioned tasks use a source domain that is the same as the target domain (D s = D t ). We have two additional variants:
• The first is denoted by an apostrophe ( ′ ). This signifies that if the target data set (where the XGBoost model is trained) is OR 0 , the source data set (where the LSTMs are trained) is OR 1 (and vice versa). • The second is denoted by a superscript P ( P ). This signifies that the LSTM for SAO2 is from ICU P and the remaining fourteen LSTMs are from the target operating room data set. This constitutes a heterogenous setting where we determine whether the SAO2 feature extractor from an ICU can be used in conjunction with ones from an OR.
One reason we use per-signal networks (trained on a single signal) is heterogeneity in features. By using per-signal networks, the source data set and target data set can have different sets of features. The traditional transfer learning approach of transferring a single end to end model in heterogenous settings often leads to a drop in performance due to missing features. For PHASE, one can simply find LSTMs for all the signals in their data set and flexibly use them as feature extractors for a downstream model. Another reason for per-signal networks is that data in a single hospital is often collected at different points in time, or new measurement devices may be introduced to data collection systems. For traditional pipelines, it may be necessary to re-train entire machine learning pipelines when new features are introduced. With per-signal networks, pre-existing embedding learners would not necessarily need to be re-trained. A final reason for using per-signal networks is that it makes explanation of downstream models easier (Section 3.3).
Downstream prediction model (XGB)
. PHASE can use any prediction model for the target task. In this paper, we focus on gradient boosting machine trees because prior work found that they outperform several other models for the operating room data we use [43] . Gradient boosting machines were introduced by Friedman [24] . This technique creates an ensemble of weak prediction models in order to perform classification/regression tasks in an iterative fashion. In particular, we utilize XGBoost, a popular implementation of gradient boosting machines that uses additive regression trees [8] . In Kaggle, a platform for predictive modeling competitions, seventeen out of twenty nine challenge winning solutions used XGBoost in 2015 [8] . For PHASE, we find that utilizing embeddings of time series signals provides stronger features for the ultimate prediction with XGB (Section 3.2.1).
RESULTS

Experimental Setup
3.1.1 LSTM (upstream embedding) architecture and training. We utilize LSTMs with forget gates, introduced by Gers et al. [25] , implemented in the Keras library with a Tensorflow back-end. We train our networks with either regression (auto and min embeddings) or classification (hypo) objectives. For regression, we optimize using Adam with an MSE loss function. For classification we optimize using RMSProp with a binary cross-entropy loss function (additionally, we upsample to maintain balanced batches during training). Our model architectures consist of two hidden layers, each with 200 LSTM cells with dense connections between all layers. We found that important steps in training LSTM networks for our data are to impute missing values by the training mean, standardize data, and to randomize sample ordering prior to training. To prevent overfitting, we utilized dropouts between layers as well as recurrent dropouts for the LSTM nodes. We utilized a learning rate of 0.001. Hyperparameter optimization was done by manual coordinate descent. The LSTM models were each run for 200 epochs and the final model was selected according to validation loss. In order to train these models, we utilize three GPUs (GeForce GTX 1080 Ti graphics cards).
3.1.2 GBM (downstream prediction) architecture and training. We train GBM trees in Python using XGBoost, an open source library for gradient boosting trees. XGBoost works well in practice in part due to it's ease of use and flexibility. Imputing and standardizing are unnecessary because GBM trees are based on splits in the training data, so that scale does not matter and missing data is informative as is. We train the GBM trees with embedding features from 15 physiological signals, resulting in a total of 3000 features for DeepPHASE methods. In addition, we concatenate static features to the signal features to train and evaluate the models. We found that a learning rate of 0.02 for hypoxemia (0.1 for hypotension and hypocapnia), a max tree depth of 6, subsampling rate of 0.5, and a logistic objective gave us good performance. We fix hyperparameter settings across experiments so that we can focus on comparing different representations our signal data. All XGB models were run until their validation accuracy was non-improving for five rounds of adding estimators (trees). In order to train these models, we utilize 72 CPUs (Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2699 v3 @ 2.30GHz)
Evaluating the performance of PHASE
In the following section we describe the application of PHASE to the problem of forecasting adverse outcomes. Our metric of evaluation is area under a precision recall curve, otherwise known as average precision (AP), which is often preferable for binary predictions with low base rates. As a brief overview of the following sections:
(1) First, we establish baselines by comparing downstream models (LSTM to XGB) and a method comparable to practicing anesthesiologists (Lundberg et al. [ ema Exponential moving averages ' ( ) sec., 1 min., 5 min, exponential moving variance ' ( * min.
rand LSTM with random initialization auto LSTM trained to predict ! "#$%&"
next LSTM trained to predict ! "+,&"+min LSTM trained to predict ./0 ! "+,&"+hypo LSTM trained to predict the target task (e.g., ./0 1234 "+,&"+-5 64)
By default embed with source OR data set that matches the target OR data set Embed with a source OR data set that does not match the target OR data set
Embed SAO2 using ICU P as a source data set and embed the remaining fourteen signals using the target data set as the source data set Figure 2 : Average precision (% improvement over XGB model trained with raw signal data, 99% confidence intervals from bootstrap resampling of the test set) of XGB run with different representations of the physiological signals concatenated to static features. We use OR 0 and OR 1 as target data sets in turn, then aggregate across both by averaging the resultant means and standard errors. In (a), we describe the ways in which we represent the physiological signals. In (b), we report the performance of stacked models and see that models trained with PHASE embeddings consistently improve performance. In (c), we report the performance of transferred models as compared to non-transferred baselines. We see that transferred models are generally successful, possibly with the exception of transferred hypo models. Finally, in (d), we apply the embeddings to non-hypo tasks and see that next embeddings transfer well for forecasting hypertension and phenylephrine.
Test AP [% improvement over raw] (4) Finally, we examine how fine tuned versions of the next LSTMs (trained in one OR data set and fine tuned in the other) converge and perform compared to models trained from scratch (Section 3.2.5).
b.) Performance of Fine-Tuned Models a.) Convergence of Fine-Tuned Models
Establishing our baselines.
In Figure 2b , we make a number of comparisons. Our first goal is to compare two downstream models: XGBoost and an LSTM (both trained on raw signal data). In order to obtain the best LSTM baseline, we hyperparameter tuned over the number of LSTM layers (1,2,3), number of nodes (100,200,300), optimizers (RMSProp, SGD, Adam), learning rates (0.01,0.001,0.0001), and dropout rates (0,0.5) for forecasting hypoxemia on OR 0 and used the best model for subsequent analyses. Comparing these models we see that an end to end LSTM model marginally helps for hypoxemia forecasting and hurt for hypocapnia and hypotension. This result is surprising given that one might expect LSTMs to be more suitable to time series data. In comparison, we aim to evaluate PHASE which utilizes both model types to further improve performance (Section 3.2.2). Next, we examine a natural baseline: ema -a simple yet surprisingly effective representation. In fact, Lundberg et al. [43] previously showed that XGBoost with ema features outperformed practicing anesthesiologists for forecasting hypoxemia in a simulated setting. However, while the ema representation encodes much of the information from the original data, it does not significantly improve performance compared to raw (hypoxemia, hypotension) and at times even hurts performance (hypotension).
PHASE improves downstream model performance.
In this section we evaluate PHASE, which uses LSTMs to extract features for each signal, that are fed into XGB downstream models. These features are concatenated to static patient information and used to train a downstream XGBoost model. In this section, the LSTMs are trained in the target dataset (D s = D t ) (next, min, and hypo in Figure 2b ). We compare to four baselines: raw, ema, rand, and auto. The first two baselines have been discussed in Section 3.2.1. The rand representation uses an LSTM with random weights. The auto representation uses an LSTM trained to predict the last 60 minutes of a signal (the same as the input). As a final note, all the downstream XGBoost models are trained with identical hyperparameters in order to fairly compare different representations of the input data.
First, rand transforms the data in a manner that makes it harder to perform the eventual prediction, serving as a lower bound for the performance of LSTM embeddings. Second, similarly to ema, auto does not appear to consistently improve or impair performance relative to raw. Third, it appears that next, raw, and hypo consistently yield better performing models for all three target tasks. Contrasting this result to auto appears to suggest that for our target tasks (forecasting binary "hypo" outcomes), incorporating the future in the source task is crucial (as in next), although taking the minimum (min) and thresholding (hypo) does not further improve performance. Finally, PHASE embeddings improve over ema, a method on par with practicing anesthesiologists (Lundberg et al. [43] ). Figure 4 : Local feature attributions for top five most important features from models trained in target data set OR 0 . In (a), we show attributions for raw and next models trained to forecast hypoxemia. In (b), we aggregate the attributions by signal for hypoxemia. In (c), we aggregate the attributions for the remaining four downstream tasks and plot them. For the top twenty important feature attributions, see Appendix Section 7.4 .
PHASE transfers across hospitals successfully.
In Figure 2c , we show that the PHASE LSTM feature extractors transfer successfully across hospitals and departments. We see one trend consistent across all three target tasks. As one might expect, training the LSTMs on a source data set that is different than the target data set (D s D t ; denoted as ′ and P ) has lower downstream performance compared to LSTMs trained in the target data set (D s = D t ; denoted as next, min, hypo). Despite this, across the three target tasks, next ′ and min ′ significantly outperform raw, particularly in comparison to hypo ′ . These results suggest that the choice of source task is extremely important and having a source task that is identical to the target task (hypo ′ ) is not the best for generalization. Finally, transferal from ICU P ( P ) is equally successful for forecasting hypoxemia in comparison to transference between OR data sets ( ′ ), suggesting successful transference from an intensive care unit data set to both operating room data sets. This is particularly exciting for two reasons: 1.) because intensive care units likely serve very different populations of patients compared to operating rooms and 2.) we used an LSTM feature extractor for SAO2 from ICU P in conjunction with ones from the operating room data sets. For forecasting "hypo" outcomes, it appears that the best LSTM source task is either next or min. Of these two, next is preferable because it is likely to adapt to more downstream prediction tasks.
In summary, although transferring fixed models is consistently more performant than raw embeddings, it is not more performant than training the LSTMs in the target domain to begin with. However, one important advantage of transferring fixed models is that the end user the target domain can use these fixed models to improve their predictions at no additional training cost. End users that may lack either computational resources or deep learning expertise to train their own models from scratch can instead use an off the shelf, fixed embedding model. Given that machine learning is often not the primary concern of hospitals, fixed models could offer a straightforward way to improve the performance of many models trained on physiological signal data.
3.2.4
Applying PHASE to additional tasks. One potential criticism of the results highlighted in Figure 2b and 2c is that they exclusively pertain to forecasting low signals ("hypo" outcomes). In Figure 2d , we evaluate PHASE on two tasks that are not "hypo" tasks. For hypertension (high blood pressure) we empirically demonstrate that as we would expect, next representations are better then min representations. For phenylephrine, we see improved performance from both the next and min models. This makes sense because phenylephrine is typically administered in response to low blood pressure. Finally, we can see that, as before, transferring fixed next and min embeddings significantly improves over raw, ema, and auto.
3.2.5
Fine-tuning embedding models. In this section, we describe how to improve performance of transferred models (Section 3.2.3) by fine tuning them in the target domain. Because next performed and generalized well in previous sections, we focus on this source task for the following experiment. In Figure 3 , we aim to evaluate the convergence and performance of fine tuning the LSTM embedding models. Firstly, in Figure 3a we show the convergence of fine tuned models. In the top eight plots, we fix OR 0 to be the source data set. In green we show the convergence of a randomly initialized LSTM trained for each signal. In light green we show the convergence of an LSTM initialized using weights from the best model in OR 1 . In the bottom eight plots we show the analogous plots when OR 1 is the source data set. From these plots we can see that fine tuning LSTMs rather than training them from scratch consistently leads to much faster convergence; this suggests that end users that are capable of fine tuning LSTMs should always do so. In Figure 3b , we see that LSTMs obtained from this fine tuning approach (next ft ) consistently improve downstream model (XGB) performance in comparison to LSTMs trained in a single source data set (next, next'). Overall, fine tuning the LSTM feature extractors improves performance at lower cost to end users in the target domain.
Explanation of downstream models
In the following section we interpret the downstream models we used to evaluate our embeddings. The goal of the section is twofold: 1.) to validate that the downstream models are sensible and 2.) to demonstrate that downstream models trained using PHASE embeddings are explainable. Being able to interpret downstream models is important for ensuring models are fair/unbiased, trustable, valuable to scientific understanding, and more [20] . This is especially true when the results are used to make critical decisions involving human health.
Interpretation using SHAP values.
In order to obtain explanations, we utilize Interventional Tree Explainer which provides exact SHAP values (feature attributions with game-theoretic properties) for complex tree-based models [41, 42] . SHAP values or feature attributions indicate how much each feature contributed to each prediction. We use SHAP values to explain which features were important for each sample's prediction in our downstream XGB models.
In Figure 4 , we plot summary plots for the top five most important features for both the raw and next XGBoost models. In these summary plots, each point represents a feature's attribution for a given sample. The coloring denotes the value of the feature. In the embedding case, the feature value is arbitrarily chosen by the embedding model and in the aggregated attributions (c), the colors are the sum of all values from aggregated features. For both cases, the coloring of the signal features is generally not very informative.
3.3.2 Aggregating feature attributions by signal (Hypoxemia). In Figure 4a we plot attributions for XGB models trained with raw and next data. For raw, the attributions are in the original signal space, where each number corresponds to the minute when the value was recorded (relative to the current time step). For next, the attributions are in the embedding space, where each attribution corresponds to an LSTM hidden node.
In this plot we can see a few trends. The first is that in the raw model, most of the important features are the 59 th minute from a given signal, which corresponds to the last minute of data before the prediction occurred. This makes sense because signals have temporal locality: in order to forecast the future five minutes, the most recent time points are the most helpful. Comparing across both models, we can see that SAO2 is naturally the most important feature for both models (since we are forecasting low blood oxygen). Note that in contrast to the raw model, we can see that for the important SAO2 embeddings, higher values correspond to positive predictions. Note that because these features are pre-processed, the embedding features' values are not as naturally interpretable as minutes from SAO2. Next, we can see a consistent trend across both models in the static Weight feature: low weights are protective and high weights contribute to higher hypoxemia risk predictions. Another interesting point is that in the next model, three SAO2 features are the most important as opposed to one in raw. This suggests that the LSTM trained to forecast the next five minutes of SAO2 learned multiple representations of SAO2 that serve to forecast hypoxemia risk even though we do not specifically train it to do so. These representations give the downstream model more discriminative power.
Although having the per-feature attributions are useful, in most end-user scenarios, understanding which signal contributes most to the prediction is of primary importance. Because PHASE utilizes single-signal LSTM embedding functions, we are able to obtain persignal feature attributions despite using representation learning. In Figure 4b , we sum the attributions for each signal S i from all features that correspond to S i . We can see a good deal of overlap between the top features from the raw and next models. Finally, the union of the important variables from both models are all variables logically connected to blood oxygen. SAO2, ETCO2, and FIO2 are all variables associated with the respiratory system. TV and PIP are both variables tied to mechanical ventilation and are naturally linked to blood oxygen [21, 35] . Finally, the negative correlation between BMI and lung capacity [32] , the increased difficulty of ventilating heavier patients [19] , and the association of obesity with many downstream effects including cardiovascular function [67] and ischemic heart disease [65] could justify the importance of Weight we see in Figures 4a and 4b could be that . Figure 4c , we plot the aggregated attributions for next models trained to predict the remaining four outcomes. Once again, we can verify that the top features are appropriate. Firstly, for hypocapnia it is natural that ETCO2 is the most important feature. Furthermore, it makes sense to utilize FIO2, RESPRATE, PIP, and TV to forecast hypocapnia because these variables are all related to either ventilation or respiration. As one would expect, for hypotension and hypertension, the most important variables are generally the three non-invasive blood pressure measurements: NIBPM, NIBPD, NIBPS. Furthermore, there are a number of studies validating the importance of ECGRATE (heart rate measured from ECG signals) to forecasting hypotension and hypertension [49, 51] . Finally, phenylephrine administration during surgery is typically done in response to hypotension, thus validating the importance of NIBPS, NIBPM, and ECGRATE. Similarly, older age being more important to forecasting Phenelyphrine may be tied to age being predictive of hypotension as well as the heightened vigilance anesthesiologists have for hypotension in this higher-risk population [40] .
Top features for downstream tasks. In
CONCLUSION
This paper presents PHASE, an approach to transfer learning in the domain of physiological signals. Transfer learning for physiological signals potentially has far-reaching impacts, because neural networks inherently create an embedding before the final output layer. In light of the quantity of researchers working on neural networks for physiological signals and the lack of exploration of transfer learning in this domain, PHASE offers a potential method of collaboration that can address domain and task adaptation. PHASE embeddings offer a number of benefits including improved performance, successful transference (in fixed and fine-tuned settings), lower computational cost, and preserved explainability. Potential future work includes handling multiple sampling rates for signals in addition to addressing more signals (e.g., electrocardiograms).
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APPENDIX 7.1 Top diagnoses for our data
Labelling
For hypoxemia, a particular time point t is labelled to be one if the minimum of the next five minutes is hypoxemic (min(SAO2 t +1:t +6 ) < 93). All points where the current time step is currently hypoxemic are ignored (SAO2 t < 93). Additionally we ignore time points where the past ten minutes were all missing or the future five minutes were all missing. hypocapnia, hypotension, and hypertension have slightly stricter label conditions. We label the current time point t to be one if (min(S t −10:t ) > T ) and the minimum of the next five minutes is "hypo" (min(S t +1:t +5 ) ≤ T ). We label the current time point t to be zero if (min(S t −10:t ) > T ) and the minimum of the next ten minutes is not "hypo" (min(S t +1:t +10 ) > T ). For Hypertension, we use max(S t +1:t +5 ) ≥ T rather than min and an analogous filtering procedure. All other time points were not considered. For hypocapnia, the threshold T = 34 and the signal S is ETCO2. For hypotension the threshold T = 59 and the signal S is NIBPM. For hypertension the threshold T = 110 and the signal S is NIBPM. Additionally we ignore time points where the past ten minutes were all missing or the future five minutes were all missing. As a result, we have different sample sizes for different prediction tasks (reported in Table 1 ). For phenylephrine, we filter out procedures where phenylephrine is not administered because we would have too many negative samples otherwise.
MLP downstream model
One potential criticism of our evaluations in previous are that we evaluate with only one downstream model type: XGBoost. There are clearly a number of benefits to using tree-based methods such as ease of training, exact SHAP value attribution methods, performance on par with LSTMs for our data sets, and more. However, in order to show that PHASE embeddings improve performance and transference for a variety of downstream model types, we replicate Figure 2b and 2c using MLP downstream models in Figure 5 . We see that, as with downstream XGB models, the PHASE embeddings offer a substantial improvement over raw embeddings for downstream MLP models. We utilize multi-layer perceptrons, implemented in the Keras library with a Tensorflow back-end. We train the MLPs with embedding features from 15 physiological signals, resulting in a total of 3000 features for DeepPHASE methods. In addition, we concatenate static features to the signal features to train and evaluate the models. The model's architecture consists of the following: a dense layer with 100 nodes (with a relu activation) followed by a dropout layer with dropout rate 0.5 followed by a dense layer with 100 nodes (with a relu activation) followed by a dropout layer with dropout rate 0.5 followed by the dense output layer with one node and sigmoid activation function. We utilize a learning rate of 0.00001, adam optimizer, and binary cross entropy loss. We found that 200 epochs was sufficient for the downstream models to converge. We fix hyperparameter settings across experiments so that we can focus on comparing different representations our signal data. In order to train these models, we utilize 72 CPUs (Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2699 v3 @ 2.30GHz)
Full summary plots
In this section, we show the full summary plots (Figures 6-10) for the per-feature and aggregated attributions for raw and next models trained from XGBoost models trained in target data set OR 0 . We can see more relationships between each of the five downstream tasks and the top 20 features sorted by the mean absolute SHAP values for each feature.
raw The last sixty minutes of signal: ! "#$%&" ema Exponential moving averages ' ( ) sec., 1 min., 5 min, exponential moving variance ' ( * min.
rand LSTM with random initialization auto LSTM trained to predict ! "#$%&" next LSTM trained to predict ! "+,&"+min LSTM trained to predict ./0 ! "+,&"+hypo LSTM trained to predict the target task (e.g., ./0 1234 "+,&"+-5 64)
By default embed with source OR data set that matches the target OR data set Embed with a source OR data set that does not match the target OR data set Embed SAO2 using ICU P as a source data set and embed the remaining fourteen signals using the target data set as the source data set 
